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S. R   N1303K and G542X, both with average frequencies around 5 %. Multivariate analyses show that the relative frequencies of CF mutations are heterogeneous among Italian regions, and that this heterogeneity is weakly correlated with the geographical pattern of non-DNA ' classical ' genetic markers. The northern regions are well differentiated from the central-southern regions and within the former group the western and eastern regions are remarkably distinct. Moreover, Sardinia shows the presence of mutation T338I, which seems absent in any other European CF chromosome. The north-western regions of Italy, characterized by the mutation 1717-1G 4 A, were under Celtic influence, while the north-east regions, characterized by the mutations R1162X, 2183AA 4 G and 711j5G 4 A, were under the influence of the Venetic culture.

An analysis of genetic data may be helpful in tracing historical and prehistorical events (Nei & Roychoudhury, 1982 ; Cavalli-Sforza et al. 1988 ). An earlier genetic study of the Italian population, based on blood group and protein polymorphisms, showed patterns of differentiation that were interpreted as being the result of events dating back to pre-Roman times (Piazza et al. 1988) . Expressed markers, however, may reflect a small fraction of the DNA variation and DNA disease mutations may be a powerful tool to dissect it : the analysis of patients can detect variants too rare to be resolved in samples of non-affected individuals (Dianzani et al. 1994) . We have studied the geographical distribution of several cystic fibrosis (CF ; MIM 219700) mutations in Italy. CF is the most common autosomal recessive lethal disorder in Caucasoid populations, with an average incidence of about 1 in 2500 individuals (Welsh et al. 1995) and a carrier rate of 1 in 25. CF is caused by mutations in a 27 exon gene spanning about 250 kb on chromosome 7 (region q31.3) and codes for a 1480 amino acid protein named Cystic Fibrosis Transmembrane conductance Regulator (CFTR) (Riordan et al. 1989) . To date more than 600 CF mutations have been described in the world population, among which ∆F508 is the most common, with an average relative frequency among Caucasoids of about 66 % (Cystic Fibrosis Genetic Analysis Consortium, 1994) and http :\\genet.sickkids.on.ca). Most mutations are rare and either have specific geographical or ethnical patterns or are sporadic. The ∆F508 mutation is present in about 80 % of North European CF chromosomes (87 % in Denmark) and only in around 50 % of South European chromosomes (European Working Group on CF Genetics, 1990 ; Gasparini et al. 1990 ; Cystic Fibrosis Genetic Analysis Consortium, 1994) . This means that other mutations are expected to be found in Mediterranean populations.
The aim of this work is to present an analysis of CF mutation relative frequencies in the Italian regions. Our results might prove of practical use when designing strategies for DNA analysis of patients for diagnostic purpose, for prenatal diagnosis of CF cases, and when planning population screening for heterozygotes : the carrier status cannot be detected clinically or biochemically, but only by mutation analysis. Therefore a screening programme (if considered) should be planned on the basis of the regional mutation prevalence. Our sampling, however, may be biased in regions with few affected individuals and, in such regions, the possible order of mutations to be tested must be considered with some caution.
A less practically oriented but nevertheless interesting hypothesis to test is whether the geographical patterns of the mutations causing this genetic disorder retrace those shown by non-DNA-polymorphisms : the history of a single gene and the genetic history of a population do not necessarily follow the same pattern, as the date of a single mutation does not provide, by itself, a reference to date the separation of human demic units.
The present report resulted from a joint collaboration of 14 Italian laboratories and 15 CF centres, and adds new data to those already published (Cremonesi et al. 1990 ; Nunes et al. 1991 ; Gasparini et al. 1993 ; Bonizzato et al. 1995) and completes the picture of CF mutation distribution in Italy. This is, to the best of our knowledge, the second largest CF mutation data set for a single country after that published by Schwarz et al. (1995) .
  

Subjects
A sample of 1746 CF patients was collected. The geographic origin of all the 3492 CF chromosomes was established by assessing the birthplace of the four grandparents assigning each chromosome (or fraction of it, if the grandparents giving origin to it were born in different places) to one of the Italian regions defined in the first column of Table 3 and represented in Figure 1 a. When families included more than one CF patient, only one of them was randomly selected. No patients from consanguineous marriages were included. 
Mutation analysis
Sixty different CF mutations were screened. Their choice depended on criteria adopted by the single laboratories on the basis of their technical experience and of frequency data reported either locally or in other European populations.
In a preliminary data exploration, it became apparent that most mutations were restricted to one or few chromosomes. We consider for further analysis only those 12 mutations that had been found in at least 1 % of the chromosomes in one or more regions. Table 1 shows the methods of CF mutation detection adopted by the laboratories to identify the 12 most frequent mutations.
As collection of data was partially retrospective, the set of mutations tested in the laboratories was not exactly the same. Those individuals in which two mutations were found were presumed to be negative for all other mutations. The relative frequency of the mutation which was not tested in all laboratories, was then calculated by the ratio M\N, where M is the number of the chromosomes carrying that mutation and N is the sum of two numbers : (a) the number of chromosomes which were actually tested ; and (b) the number of chromosomes which, even if not actually tested, almost certainly do not carry that mutation as the individuals were found positive for two other mutations. We have lost the information from the laboratories which did not test this mutation and provided cases of CF patients with at least one chromosome negative for all the mutations they actually tested. This is the reason why the mutation frequencies are calculated from numbers of chromosomes which varied from a minimum of 1824 to a maximum of 3442, depending on the mutation. We are well aware that this method of calculating mutation frequencies gives biased results in the sense of systematically underestimating the less frequent mutations, but simulation experiments (not shown) indicate that such a bias does not substantially affect our results.
S. R  
Methods of genetic analysis
Only the 13 regions with sample sizes higher than 100 chromosomes (Table 3) were included in multivariate analyses based on the 12 more frequent CF mutations.
1. Principal component analysis (Hotelling, 1933) was used to reduce the dimensional space of the 12 mutations into a twodimensional space with the least distortion so that the relative position of the Italian regions in this space gives the best possible representation of their mutual differences. 2. Dendograms are very popular ways of displaying and clustering objects (in our case the Italian regions) under the form of trees of descent even if no phylogenetic relationship among them holds. There are many algorithms to reconstruct trees, depending on which model of evolution among the objects is assumed. We used the methods of neighbourjoining (Saitou & Nei, 1987) , based on Reynolds et al. 's (1983) genetic distances, and maximum likelihood (Felsenstein, 1981) . The maximum likelihood method to reconstruct trees is by definition the best when allele frequencies are used and in fact it has been applied to the frequencies of the haplotypes involving the CF gene region microsatellites (Estivill et al. 1994) but its optimal behaviour is doubtful when relative frequencies of mutations are used. 3. The robustness of a dendrogram representation was tested by the bootstrap technique (Felsenstein, 1985 ; Efron & Tibshirani, 1993) . The relative frequency of each splitting into 500 bootstrapped tree representations was calculated and indicated in the displayed dendrogram, a percentage larger than 50 % indicating a reliable clustering.
Genetic distances and dendograms were produced by using the  3.5c package (Felsenstein, 1989) .

The 60 different mutations screened in our Italian sample of CF patients are shown in Table   2 with their frequencies. We estimated (last column of table 2) that about 77 % of CF chromosomes can be attributed to these 60 mutations. Among these, 20 mutations were found in 2-10 chromosomes and 28 mutations are present only in one chromosome. Note, however, a possible source of bias, specially in the range of low frequencies, the number of cases negative for one mutation being somewhat correlated with the number of positive cases ascertained for another mutation, as CF patients with two mutations identified have been assigned negative for all mutations even though they were not actually tested for those mutations. Table 3 shows the distribution in 19 Italian regions of the relative frequencies of the 12 more frequent CF mutations : ∆F508, N1303K, G542X, 2183AA 4 G, R1162X, 1717-1G 4 A, W1282X, R553X, T338I, R347P, 711j5G 4 A, 621j1G 4 T. No CF chromosomes with origin in Valle d'Aosta region were found.
The most common mutation in Italy is ∆F508, with an average frequency of 51 %. The highest frequencies are found in Piemonte, Umbria and Campania ( 60 %), the lowest in Friuli and Marche ( 40 %). The next more frequent mutations are N1303K and G542X, with mean frequencies of 4n84 % and 4n83 % respectively. The N1303K mutation is relatively common in central and south-eastern regions (Abruzzo, Marche, Lazio, Molise and Puglia), with frequencies between 8 % and 10 % ; it is rare in Piemonte and Trentino Alto Adige ( 1 %). G542X shows frequencies ranging from 2 % (Trentino Alto Adige) to 13 % ; frequencies higher than 10 % are found in three regions (Basilicata, Friuli and Liguria) with a low number of chromosomes tested. The 2183AA 4 G mutation, with a mean frequency of 3 %, is the fourth most common mutation in Italy, reaching its highest frequencies (7 %) in Trentino Alto Adige and Veneto. Mutation R1162X shows an average frequency of 2n42 %, but reaches frequencies of 14 % in Trentino Alto Adige and 9 % in Veneto. The 1717-1G 4 A mutation accounts for 4-6 % of the CF chromosomes in Lombardia, Piemonte and Liguria, but is rare or absent in the central and southern regions ( 2 %). 3442  0n5107  0n5107  N1303K  3056  0n0484  0n5591  G542X  3082  0n0483  0n6075  2183 AA-G  2596  0n0266  0n6341  R1162X  2850  0n0242  0n6583  1717-1G-A  2892  0n0211  0n6794  W1282X  2600  0n0123  0n6917  R553X  2882  0n0115  0n7031  T338I  2306  0n0069  0n7101  R347P  2642  0n0061  0n7161  711j5G-A  2454  0n0057  0n7218  G85E  1980  0n0040  0n7259  621j1G-T  2594  0n0039  0n7297  R334W  2366  0n0030  0n7327  R352Q  2112  0n0024  0n7350  S549N  2118  0n0024  0n7374  R347H  2184  0n0018  0n7392  L1077P  1840  0n0016  0n7409  R1158X  1878  0n0016  0n7425  541delC  1884  0n0016  0n7440  R1066H  1918  0n0016  0n7456  E585X  1922  0n0016  0n7472  Q552X  2172  0n0014  0n7486  D1152H  1824  0n0011  0n7497  2790-2A-G  1862  0n0011  0n7507  3132delTG  1862  0n0011  0n7518  3667ins4  1876  0n0011  0n7529  DelI507  1914  0n0010  0n7539  1898j3A-G  1920  0n0010  0n7550  G1244E  1960  0n0010  0n7560  1784delG  2052  0n0010  0n7569  G551D  2600  0n0008  0n7577  4382delA  1822  0n0005  0n7583  2184insG  1822  0n0005  0n7588  H139R  1822  0n0005  0n7594  711j3AG  1824  0n0005  0n7599  L558S  1836  0n0005  0n7605  L1065P  1838  0n0005  0n7610  M348K  1838  0n0005  0n7615  S912X  1854  0n0005  0n7621  1706del17  1856  0n0005  0n7626  G1349D  1856  0n0005  0n7632  F693L  1862  0n0005  0n7637  M1V  1862  0n0005  0n7642  R709X  1862  0n0005  0n7648  1717-8G-A  1876  0n0005  0n7653  406-1G-C  1876  0n0005  0n7658  457TAT-C  1876  0n0005  0n7664  G178R  1876  0n0005  0n7669  D579G  1880  0n0005  0n7674  3849j4A-G  1882  0n0005  0n7680  W57G  1884  0n0005  0n7685  D1270N  1896  0n0005  0n7690  3849j10KbC-T  1912  0n0005  0n7695  I148T  1916  0n0005  0n7701  R1066C  1920  0n0005  0n7706  C524X  1948  0n0005  0n7711  2909delT  1956  0n0005  0n7716  S549RA-C  2018  0n0005  0n7721  1078delT 2136 0n0005 0n7726 (10) 51 (6) 38 (0) 50 (2) 42 (2) 37 (7) 50 (0) 37 (0) 39 (0) 40 (0) 43 (0) 76 Basilicata c 76 (47) 67 (6) 69 (11) 60 (5) 54 (0) 64 (0) 59 (3) 64 (0) 45 (0) 54 (0) 61 (0) 66 (0) 72 Calabria 148 (45) 133 (5) 137 (3) 97 (2) 119 (0) 123 (2) 102 (2) 121 (1) 102 (0) 112 (3) 97 (0) 115 (0) 63 Campania 223 (61) 216 (7) 215 (4) 182 (2) 197 (0) 207 (1) 182 (2) 204 (1) 149 (0) 195 (0) 193 (0) 200 (0) 78
Emil.-Rom. 241 (54) 214 (3) 226 (6) 168 (1) 198 (1) 212 (2) 176 (1) 212 (1) 162 (0) 172 (1) 166 (0) 168 (0) 69 Friuli c
(35)
18 (4) 22 (13) 17 (3) 19 (5) 19 (0) 18 (6) 21 (0) 15 (0) 16 (0) 16 (0) 17 ( (3) 164 (0) 178 (0) 184 (1) 127 (2) 179 (0) 134 (0) 174 (0) 178 (0) 209 (2) 64 Liguria c
(60)
37 (4) 37 (12) 33 (0) 35 (0) 37 (4) 34 (0) 38 (4) 35 (0) 37 (0) 35 (0) 36 (0) 85 Lombardia 401 (50) 384 (4) 385 (4) 268 (1) 310 (1) 385 (6) 362 (1) 374 (1) 329 (0) 350 (0) 263 (0) 292 (0) 67 Marche 144 (39) 130 (9) 135 (6) 113 (2) 116 (0) 126 (2) 119 (2) 129 (2) 112 (0) 110 (1) 111 (1) 114 (1) 65
Molise c 27 (47) 23 (9) 24 (4) 19 (0) 20 (0) 21 (0) 13 (0) 22 (0) 16 (0) 20 (5) 20 (0) 21 (0) 65 Piemonte 117 (66) 109 (0) 108 (4) 97 (0) 106 (0) 104 (5) 104 (0) 108 (0) 76 (0) 108 (0) 99 (0) 102 (0) 75 Puglia 240 (54) 227 (8) 221 (6) 172 (1) 201 (0) 206 (1) 191 (0) 202 (2) 161 (0) 183 (0) 171 (0) 184 (0) 72 Sardegna 139 (58) 136 (3) 138 (6) 123 (2) 132 (0) 136 (1) 128 (0) 134 (0) 128 (11) 133 (0) 124 (0) 126 (1) 84 Sicilia 380 (52) 331 (3) 339 (7) 272 (2) 301 (0) 330 (0) 318 (3) 333 (3) 269 (0) 296 (2) 274 (0) 282 (0) 73 Toscana 191 (51) 148 (5) 154 (5) 111 (0) 119 (0) 145 (1) 124 (2) 145 (2) 96 (0) 121 (2) 115 (0) 118 (0) 69 Trentino 113 (51) 102 (1) 101 (3) 106 (7) 103 (14) 98 (1) 88 (1) 93 (0) 83 (0) 90 (0) 95 (6) 89 (0) 85 Umbria c 37 (67) 35 (3) 35 (10) 29 (0) 29 (0) 31 (0) 29 (0) 32 (3) 27 (0) 30 (0) 28 (0) 30 (0) 83 Veneto 552 (45) 426 (4) 429 (2) 496 (7) 528 (9) 387 (3) 357 (0) 384 (0) 307 (0) 371 (0) 340 (2) 351 (0) 73
44 (61) 37 (4) 37 (4) 31 (0) 35 (1) 35 (0) 32 (0) 37 (3) 23 (0) 31 (0) 28 (1) 31 (0) 74 Italy 3442 (51) 3056 (5) 3082 (5) 2596 (3) 2850 (2) 2892 (2) 2600 (1) 2882 (1) 2306 (1) 2642 (1) 2454 (1) 2594 (0) 73 Italy e 3398 (51) 3019 (5) 3045 (5) 2565 (3) 2815 (2) 2857 (2) 2568 (1) 2845 (1) 2283 (1) 2611 (1) 2426 (1) 2563 (0) 73 a Number of chromosomes tested ; b percentage ; c number of chromosomes tested less than 50 for at least one mutation ; d individuals with at least one grandparent born outside Italy ; e ' mixed ' individuals are not considered ; f the total number of chromosomes tested is not given, as not all chromosomes were tested for all mutations. Fig. 2 . Biplot of the CF mutation relative frequencies for the 13 Italian regions. Regions and axes of CF mutations (dotted lines) are represented in the space of the first two principal components summarizing 52n1 % of the total variation. Each point (region) is at the centre of a circle whose area is inversely proportional to the euclidean distance between the point in this two-dimensional space and the same point in the multidimensional space. The projection of a point (centre of the circle) on a mutation frequency axis gives the relative contribution of that mutation in determining the position of the point in the plot (for more details see Gabriel, 1981) .
The six remaining mutations are less frequent (average frequencies near 1 %) and more locally distributed : W1282X has high frequencies in Abruzzo and Friuli (both regions have small sample sizes) ; 711j5G 4 A is present only in Marche, Trentino Alto Adige and Veneto ; whereas T338I is an exclusively Sardinian mutation. The 48 mutations not selected for further analysis account for 2n6 % (93\3492) of CF chromosomes.
As mentioned before, most but not all chromosomes were tested for all 12 mutations, therefore our frequencies may represent biased estimates of the relative frequencies of the less frequent mutations. It is therefore reassuring that the results we obtained agree with those reported for a smaller subsample where all the coding and adjoining non-coding portions of the gene were sequenced (Bonizzato et al. 1995) .
The regional frequencies of the most common mutations are displayed in Figure 1 b-1 to 1 b-8 . Regions where less than 100 chromosomes were tested were left blank for their high sampling errors. Figure 2 shows 13 Italian regions in the space of the first two principal components summarizing 52n1 % of the original mutation variation with a graphical display of the distortion introduced in the two-dimensional representation. The first principal component, which (Felsenstein, 1981) . Segments whose lengths are statistically different from zero are drawn with bold lines. Numbers on branches indicate ' bootstrap ' percentages, i.e. the relative frequencies of the clusterings in the dendrogram shared among 500 replicates. Percentages higher than 50 reflect a robust structure. explains 30n68 % of the total variation, clearly separates Trentino Alto Adige and Veneto from the other regions. These two regions show high frequencies of three mutations : R1162X, 2183AA 4 G, and 711j5G 4 A. The second principal component explains 21n42 % of the variance and is highly correlated with the ∆F508 mutation (r l 80 %) ; north-western regions of Italy (Piemonte and Lombardia) and Sardinia are differentiated from central and southern regions. The third principal component (16n16 % of the variation, not shown) discriminates Lazio, with a relatively high frequency of 621j1G 4 T, and Sardinia, which shows the ' private ' mutation T338I, from the other regions.
A neighbour-joining dendrogram based on Reynolds et al.'s (1983) genetic distances (not shown) groups the 13 Italian regions according to their ∆F508 mutation frequencies : the wide variation in ∆F508 frequencies seems to override the contribution of the other mutations.
A more informative dendrogram can be reconstructed by the maximum likelihood method (Fig. 3) . As it uses the variancecovariance matrix between regions, it takes into account the mutation relative frequency variability (variance) within each region. Only one cluster of Figure 3 is robust (bootstrap value 51 %) : it includes the four northern regions (Trentino Alto Adige, Veneto, Lombardia and Piemonte). Within this group, Trentino Alto Adige and Veneto form a subcluster with the highest bootstrap value (93 %). Central and southern regions are poorly structured, as indicated by the low bootstrap frequencies and by the many segments of the dendrogram whose lengths are statistically not different from zero. The segments leading to Sardinia, Lazio and Sicilia are statistically different from zero for the high frequencies of mutations T338I, 621j1G 4 T and R553X respectively.

A preliminary point to stress is that we are dealing with ' relative ' mutation frequencies, and therefore they do not estimate the frequencies of the mutation in the population if the prevalence of the disease varies from region to region : however, the relative frequencies have the advantage of being roughly independent from the prevalence of the disease (thus from selective factors) and it seemed interesting to evaluate how they work as population markers.
The present study characterized the Italian CF chromosomes, and the geographical pattern of 12 relatively frequent mutations in Italy as given by the birthplaces of the grandparents of the CF cases. One can ask whether this way of distributing the chromosomes among the Italian regions is not only of anthropological value but also of practical use in DNA testing which would require data for the current population. Table 3 has been recalculated by considering the samples who currently live in the various regions (data not shown) and we found that only the regions Abruzzo, Basilicata, Calabria, Friuli, and Umbria show some discrepancies : with the exception of Calabria, in these regions the number of chromosomes tested was less than 50 and in fact they have been excluded from further analyses. In Calabria the relative frequency of the mutation ∆F508 changes from 45 % of Table  3 to 51 % which is reasonable since Calabria is one of the southern regions most affected by emigration over the last two generations.
As it is well known, the most common mutation is ∆F508, with an average frequency of 51 %, followed by N1303K and G542X, both with average frequencies around 4n8 %. This pattern is common to other European countries which share relatively low ∆F508 frequencies but high N1303K and G542X frequencies, and where a high number of mutations accounts for a relatively low fraction of CF chromosomes (Claustres et al. 1993 ; Chillo! n et al. 1994 ; Bertranpetit & Calafell, 1996) . An analysis of the relationship between our Italian CF sample and those of other European populations will be reported elsewhere.
Our microgeographic analysis of CF mutation relative frequencies in Italy points to a genetic heterogeneity among Italian regions. Northern regions are well differentiated from centralsouthern regions (Figs 2, 3 ). Within the former group two subclusters show well defined identities : the north-western regions (Piemonte and Lombardia) and the north-eastern regions (Trentino Alto Adige and Veneto). Sardinia, known to be genetically very different from the continental Italian population and from other European populations (Piazza et al. 1988) , shows the presence of the ' private ' mutation T338I, which, to the best of our knowledge, has not been identified in any other CF sample.
A relevant question to investigate is whether the frequency of the CF gene is homogeneous among the Italian regions. Very unfortunately we do not have reliable gene frequencies at a regional level which take into account the region of origin of the patients. The gene frequencies inferred from consanguineous marriages (Romeo et al. 1985) show figures from 0n02055 to 0n02473 (depending on the calculation method) which seem non-heterogeneous among regions, but the estimates are indirect and it is difficult to evaluate their standard error.
A previous work based on ' classical ' non-DNA polymorphisms (Piazza et al. 1988) showed that the genetic structure of modern Italy may reflect ancient patterns of ethnic differentiation going back to pre-Roman times. A Greek influence was suggested to have shaped the gene pool of southern Italian regions. Other well defined civilizations at the end of the sixth century BC played a very important role in the history of Italy and were described as possibly related to important components of the Italian genetic structure : Etrurian in Central Italy ; Ligurian in North-western Italy ; and Osco-Umbrian in central-eastern regions. At that time North Italy showed culturally and ethnically well characterized areas. The western and central regions (corresponding to modern Valle d'Aosta, Piemonte and Lombardia) were under the Celtic influence ; in the Central-eastern Alps (Trentino Alto Adige) lived the Rhaeti, and Veneto was the home of the Venetic culture (Pallottino, 1984) .
The distribution of CF mutation relative frequencies shows a geographic pattern that seems similar to that obtained by using non-DNA markers only in North Italy. It is suggested that in the northern regions, near the physical barrier of the Alps, genetic drift played a significant role in determining the high frequencies observed for mutation 1717-1G 4 A in central-western regions, and for mutations R1162X, 2183AA 4 G and 711j5G 4 A in eastern regions.
Central and southern Italy show a more blurred pattern. Genetic distances between Italian regions, when measured from 19 loci and 76 classical gene frequencies (Piazza et al. 1989 a, b) , are not significantly correlated with CF mutation frequencies with and without ∆F508 (data not shown). A plausible interpretation, not to recall the possibility of recurrent mutations, is that while most polymorphisms of the classical markers probably predate the origin of our species and therefore can accumulate a large variability between ethnic groups, it is probable that CF mutations arose at different and relatively recent times, as suggested for ∆F508 (Morral et al. 1994 ) and G542X and N1303K (Morral et al. 1993 . Another more interesting reason for the discrepancy may be a historical one : the history of South Italy, being connected with the Mediterranean populations, is much more complex than the history of the northern part of Italy, too complex to be reached from CF mutations (taken separately or together) if their date of appearance is not available. An alternative and much more trivial reason may simply be that the size of our sample or the geographical distribution of the disease itself do not allow to dissect what is shared and what is not between the two histories, the history of a single gene from the history of a complex population.
A microsatellite haplotype analysis of ∆F508 carrying chromosomes in Europe was performed to estimate the age of this mutation (Morral et al. 1994) : the minimum age for the ∆F508 mutation was estimated at 52 000 years ago, that is before Italy and Europe were settled by anatomically modern humans. Watterson & Guess (1977) asked the question whether the most frequent allele is also the oldest. If the frequency and the age of a mutation are proportional, it is suggestive that the time of origin of the mutations typical of North Italy (namely, 1717-1G 4 A, R1162X, 2183AA 4 G and 711j5G 4 A) are compatible with the spread of Celtic and Venetic speaking people : a more rigorous estimate would be of interest when microsatellite polymorphisms will be available for most mutations.  B, J. & C, F. (1996) . Genetic and geographical variability in cystic fibrosis : evolutionary considerations. In Variation in the human genome (ed.), pp. 97-118. Chichester (Ciba Foundation Symposium 197) : Wiley. B, A., B, L., M, C., N, E., B, C., C, C., B, G., Z, L., M, G., C, G., G, P. & P, P. F. (1995) . Analysis of the complete coding region of the CFTR gene in a cohort of CF patients from North-Eastern Italy : identification of 90 % of the mutations. Hum. Genet. 95, 397-402. C, G., R, E., S, G., R, V., E, P., D R, G., S, D. & 
